For p , v e ba+ (CÎ, 21) it is shown that the existence of a net of nonnegative functions fa< that are primitive relative to 21 and satisfy limaJAfadfi
Abstract. For p , v e ba+(CÎ, 21) it is shown that the existence of a net of nonnegative functions fa< that are primitive relative to 21 and satisfy limaJAfadfi = v(A), A e 21, is equivalent to the condition v < p., i.e. p(A) = 0 for some A e 21 implies v{A) = 0 . Furthermore, as an application it is proved that for p, v e ba+(Q, 21) satisfying v £ p and any extension p e ba+(Cl, 2t') of p , where 2t' denotes some algebra of subsets of Q. containing 21, there exists some extension v e ¿>i2+(i2, 21 ) of v such that v < p is valid.
Let ba+(il, 21) denote the subset of the set ba(£l, 21) of all bounded and finitely-additive set functions on the algebra 21 of subsets of the set Q that are nonnegative. Furthermore, 7?(Q,2l) stands for the family of all real-valued functions on il that are uniform limits of functions of the type YJ/Li ailA > a i e R, Ax € 21, / = 1, ... , n , n e N ("primitive function relative to 21"). Finally, v is called weakly absolutely continuous with respect to p (symbol: v < p), if p(A) = 0 for some A e 21 implies v(A) = 0, and v is called absolutely continuous with respect to p (symbol: v <c p), if for any e > 0 there exists some ô > 0 such v(A) < e whenever p(A) < ô for A e 21, where p, v belong to ba+(Q,$ï) (cf. [1, p. 159] ). In the sequel the following Thus one gets a subnet f« of fa such that lim " fA f" dp exists for all A £ 21, i.e. X(A) = lim" JAfßdp, A £ 2t, defines some X £ ba+(Q,, 21) satisfying X < p and A|2l = i/|2l. Therefore, X = v is valid. The method of proof also yields the following characterization of the property of v £ ba+(£l, 21) to be uniquely determined among all X £ ba+(Cl, 21) satisfying X < p and A|2l = i/|2l : For any net fa of nonnegative functions that are primitive relative to 21 and satisfy limQ fA fa dp = v(A) for all A £ 21 the limit \imafAfadp exists for any A £ 21 and is equal to v(A), A £ 21.
The second example concerns the special subalgebra 21 of invariant sets of 21 in connection with the problem of finding conditions, which imply that the fa of the underlying net of nonnegative functions of the theorem can be chosen to be already primitive relative to 2Í. 
